The random sequence generated by linear feedback shift register can't meet the demand of unpredictability for secure paradigms. A combination logistic chaotic equation improves the linear property of LFSR and constructs a novel random sequence generator with longer period and complex architecture. We present the detailed result of the statistical testing on generated bit sequences, done by very strict tests of randomness: the NIST suite tests, to detect the specific characteristic expected of truly random sequences. The results of NIST's statistical tests show that our proposed method for generating random numbers has more efficient performance.
Introduction
With perfect method of cryptographic algorithm based on generating high performance of random numbers, the need for random numbers of high quality is growing [1, 2] . Random numbers are also used for key generation in symmetric. For example, in the Smart cards, the main problem is the security which improves by using reliable random number generators (RNGs) [3] .
One of the most reliable methods that work as RNG in cryptographic algorithms is Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) [4] [5] [6] in stream cipher usage and is appropriate to low power or high speed application [5] . Since LFSRs are linear systems. They lead to responsible easy cryptanalysis tools. The short period of LFSR's outputs is the negative point of using this system as a reliable method in cryptographic algorithms.
LFSR is a shift registered the inputs of which are based on linear function of its previous states. It uses two linear operators Exclusive-OR ( ) [6] . The LFSR is initializing by the random string that is called the seed and since the operation of register is deterministic, the result's string which is produced by the LFSR is completely determined (i.e. the current bit determined by its previous states) [4, 7] . If the LFSR has the n bits the biggest number for internal state is 2 n so to gain the longest period of this method (i.e. 2 n-1 ), LFSR with length n needs to find n exponent primitive polynomial [4, 7] . The architecture is shown in Figure 1 .  However, the production of n exponent primitive polynomials becomes more difficult with the increment of n. Generally, through 1 2 n factorization, we can make sure that an n exponent polynomial is a primitive polynomial. Furthermore, the items of n exponent primitive polynomial are more complex to make a breakthrough. If the exponent of primitive polynomial is bigger, LFSR will be longer.
Reese defined a genetic algorithm for optimization problem. That parent population was generated by random number generator, pseudo random number generator, quasi random number generator [7] . Finally she ranked these generators with comparing precisions generated answers by GA and showed the genetic algorithm is a criterion to realize what initial population is more uniformity [8] . Also chaotic random number generator (CRNGs) was compared to other RNGs with this method [9] . In this Paper we used another famous test method: NIST suite test that is a statistical package comprising of 15 tests.
Chaotic Logistic Equation
The simple modified mathematical from of the logistic equation is given as:
where x n is the state variable, which lies in the interval This paper proposes a random bit generator, which is based on chaotic LFSR; the chaotic system starting from random independent initial conditions and
Based on this theorem, in the next section we describe the new random number generator which can be used in the cryptology algorithms.
Proposed RNG
In this section, we describe the proposed method for generating random numbers, so based on previous sections in our method; in the first iteration it generated two random numbers (e.g. 0.9917 and 0.2375) with logistic chaotic equations. Then it defines a function with Equation (2):
where so is the decimal parts of these numbers and
have proved that combination generator should improve upon the uniformity as well as the independence over individual generators [10] . Knowing that for any real number x,
, where [x] is the generated integer x  . In the next level of the proposed method, we define a function ( ) f x which can compare x value with a threshold, the best threshold for interval is 0.5. So according to Figure 3 , if x is the larger than 0.5 number 1 XOR with LFSR output, else number 0 XOR with LFSR output. Linear correlation in LFSR outputs decreases with this technique. According to the NIST suite test the number of binary sequences at least should be 2000 which the length of each sequence is 10 6 bits so there is no experimental way to generate a valid sequence with the efficient period based on LFSR method. Our proposed RNG method prepares the external bit of the chaotic logistic map that changes the system condition and generates the sequence of bits with no period.
Test Results
In the last part of our paper before conclusion, we will refer to the NIST suite test in the Tables 1-4 ; the first column in these tables is the test's names; the second column is the P-value that is in the interval , the test has the better condition (i.e. it's more reliable) when it's P-value tend to 1; and the third column shows the pass rate of these tests (i.e. how proportion of the sequences that tested by this method, pass the test). Considering these facts, we have 15 tests in Table 1 that describe the general condition of the sequences which is produced by our proposed method and the other Tables show the proposed method condition with more detail. That is, non-overlapping templates in Table 2 , the purpose of this test is to detect the number of occurrences of specific string. Random excursions test is shown in Table 3 ; this test shows is the number of cycles having exactly K visits in a cumulative sum random walk. Table  4 describes random excursions variant test, the focus of this test is the total number of times that the particular state is visited [11] .
Conclusions
We have proposed a design of a pseudo random bit generator (PRBG) based on combination chaotic logistic equations and LFSR method. That chaotic system iterated independently starting from independent initial conditions. The pseudo random bit sequence is obtained by combining the outputs of both the chaotic logistic equations with LFSR method. We have also tested rigorously the generated sequences using the NIST suite tests. The results of statistical testing are encouraging and show that the proposed PRBG has perfect cryptographic properties and hence can be used in the design of new stream ciphers.
